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メディア情報に関する不変量理論
及び著作権保護への応用
研究代表者 趙 晋輝 研究員
Abstract: We show a Reeb-graph of topological invariants of images in a scale-space for contents identification.     
Instead of salient points, we use topologically stable blobs or primary sketches with nonzero lifetimes and areas.
The continuum of such blobs as a 3D manifold is featured by a Reeb graph. This representation is robust against 
various deformation attacks and perturbations. A fast matching algorithm for the graphs is also presented.
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Similarity between  “Girl” and test images
Similarity  between “girl” and its deformed copies
Cryptography/authentication are not   
enough: MAC/hash do not work
1.Difficult to detect watermarks under 
deformation attacks etc. 
2. Deterioration of contents quality
Using inherent features of contents:
Reeb graph  as a tree of topological invariants
Without embedding of foreign information    
Free of quality deterioration  of  contents.
Using topological invariants:
To defend unknown and potential attacks
of any continuous deformations
2. Regard the continuum of 
blobs as a 3D topological 
manifold, obtain a 1D higher 
therefore more stable object!
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Morse theory in scale space: homological decomposition of manifolds
1. Chose  topologically stable 
primal sketch  as invariants.
e.g. blobs with long lifetime 
or with large areas 
:level set as blob :critical point
Contract a connected
component to a point
Reeb graph
labeling
A topological manifold
Level  sets 
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